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ABSTRACT 

Recommendation systems have become an essential component in various 

industries such as e-commerce and OTT-platforms. These systems use various 

algorithms to recommend the most relevant data to the user. Movie 

recommendation systems, in particular, suggest movies based on the user's 

interests, thus saving time and effort for the user in searching through a large list of 

movies to watch. The aim of this project was to develop a movie recommendation 

system using cosine similarity algorithm. The system is designed to provide 

personalized movie recommendations based on the user's movie preferences. The 

project began with data collection from various sources, including movie reviews, 

ratings, and user preferences. The collected data was preprocessed and transformed 

into a structured format suitable for analysis. The development of a cosine 

similarity algorithm comes next. This algorithm is used to compare two sets of 

vectors. The technique was used to assess how well the films in the dataset fit the 

user's preferences. The method for proposing films was built using a web-based 

interface. The interface allows users to enter their film tastes and receive 

suggestions based on what they say. The suggestions are presented in descending 

order of similarity, with the most comparable films at the top. Even films that the 

user has never heard of could be suggested by the system. Giving users a wide range 

of recommendations that are tailored to their particular preferences is made possible 

thanks to this capability. In conclusion, the project's goal of developing a cosine 

similarity-based movie recommendation system was accomplished. Users could 

easily access and interact with the system because of its web-based interface, and 

it was quite accurate at providing individualized recommendations.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1 Introduction  

The systems that make recommendations to users based on a variety of parameters 

are known as recommender systems. The recommender system handles the 

abundance of information by filtering the most crucial information based on the 

information provided by a user and other criteria that take into account the user's 

choice and interest. It determines whether a user and an item are compatible and 

then assumes that they are similar in order to make recommendations. Thus, The 

user's tastes and conduct are taken into account when making the recommendation, 

and the best options are then shown to them. 

Movies have a crucial role in life. There are many different kinds of movies, such 

as those made for amusement, those meant to be instructive, documentaries, horror 

films, animated cartoons, and action movies. These can be easily distinguished 

based on their genres, such as action, animation, comedy, thriller, emotional, 

horror, and sci-fi. There are many methods to differentiate between different 

movies, including by their release year, language, director, etc. The problem of 

wasting a lot of time looking for our favourite films to watch is reduced thanks to 

movie recommendation systems' assistance in finding our preferred films among 

all the available sources. Therefore, it is crucial that the system used to recommend 

films be very accurate and trustworthy so that it can give us recommendations for 

films that are either exactly the same as our preferences or most closely match them. 

Since recommendation systems have advanced over the past 20 to 25 years, users 

have come to expect high-quality recommendations. A user will stop using a video 

streaming app if it cannot recognise and play videos they will enjoy. This prompted 

tech firms to enhance their recommendation systems. Due to the fact that each 

person has various tastes and likes, the issue is not as straightforward as it first 

appears to be. Additionally, a single user's choice can change depending on a wide 

range of variables, including the time of year, their current mood, and occasionally 
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the activity they are engaged in.  For instance, the music one might choose to listen 

to while working out in the gym differs significantly from the music one might 

prefer to listen to when cooking. The exploration vs. exploitation conundrum 

should also be resolved by the recommendation system. While still maximising 

what is previously known about the user, the recommendation engine needs to 

investigate more domains to learn more about the choices and preferences of users. 

 

1.1.1 Recommendation system work mechanism 

 

Machine learning techniques and specialized algorithms are used in 

recommendation systems. The recommendation system is powered by automated 

configuration, coordination, and management of machine learning predictive 

analytics algorithms, allowing it to make informed decisions about which filters to 

use depending on the circumstances around a given user. It enables marketers to 

raise conversion and order value averages. 

Recommender systems are useful tools because they can predict user ratings before 

the users themselves do. A recommendation system primarily processes data 

through the following four stages: 

1. Data collection: Information may be implicit (such as page visits and order 

histories) or explicit (such as ratings and comments on specific products). 

2. Storing: Whether you should use a NoSQL database, object storage, or a regular 

SQL database for storage depends on the type of data utilised to generate the 

recommendations. 

3. Analysing: Following analysis, the recommender system identifies things with 

comparable user interaction data. 

4. Filtering: This is the final phase in which data is filtered to obtain the pertinent 

data needed to offer user recommendations. You must select an algorithm that 

works with the recommendation system in order to activate this. 
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1.1.2 Types of recommendation systems 

 

Although there are many issues that machine learning can solve, product 

recommendations are one of its most well-known uses. Three primary categories of 

recommendation systems exist: 

 

i. Collaborative Filtering 

 

Collaborative filtering is based on collecting and examining user behaviour data. 

This includes anticipating what the user would appreciate based on similarities to 

other users and the user's online activity. 

They share interests, for instance, if user A like apples, bananas, and mangoes while 

user B enjoys apples, bananas, and jackfruit. It is therefore very likely that A will 

like jackfruit and B will like mango. Collaborative filtering operates in this manner. 

Two kinds of collaborative filtering techniques used are: 

• User-User collaborative filtering 

• Item-Item collaborative filtering 

 

This recommendation system's ability to make precise recommendations without 

having any prior knowledge of the recommended item is one of its primary features. 

There is no reliance on content that is machine-processable. 

 

ii. Content-Based Filtering  

 

The description of a product and a profile of the user's chosen options are the 

foundations of content-based filtering techniques. A user profile is created in this 

recommendation system to convey the types of things the user is interested in. 

things are characterised using keywords. 

For instance, if a user enjoys watching films like Iron Man, the recommender 

system will suggest other superhero films or films that focus on Tony Stark. 
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 The fundamental premise of content-based filtering is that if you enjoy one item, 

you'll likely enjoy a related item as well. 

 

  iii. Hybrid Recommendation Systems 

To provide clients a wider selection of products, hybrid recommendation systems 

promote products using both content-based and collaborative filtering 

simultaneously. This emerging recommendation system is rumoured to deliver 

recommendations that are more accurate than those made by other recommender 

systems. 

 

A great example of a hybrid recommendation system is Netflix. By comparing 

users' viewing and searching patterns and identifying users who use the platform 

similarly, it generates suggestions. Netflix use collaborative filtering in this 

manner. 

 

Netflix employs content-based filtering by suggesting similar series and films to 

those that the user has rated highly. Additionally, they have the power to reject 

problems with cold starts and data scarcity that are frequent in recommendation 

systems. 

 

1.1.3 Genre based filtering 

 

Genre-based filtering is a type of content-based algorithm that proposes films based 

on the user's chosen genre. The algorithm analyses the genres of the movies the 

user has already viewed and enjoyed before making recommendations for other 

movies in that genre. 

 

A movie recommendation system can add genre-based filtering by following the 

procedures outlined below: 
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1. Gather information: Compile data about the films that are available on the 

system. This part should include the genre of each movie as well as any other 

essential information, such the actors, director, story, and keywords. 

 

2. User profile management: A profile should be established for each user in the 

system. In this profile, the user's choices, particularly their favourite genres, should 

be made clear. 

 

3. Analyse the genre of the films the user has already seen and enjoyed. Natural 

language processing methods or the metadata tags that specify the movie's genre 

can be utilised to extract the keywords and themes from the movie descriptions. 

 

4. Generating recommendations for the user using the knowledge about genres. 

This can be accomplished by supplying suggestions for films in genres similar to 

those the user has already seen and liked. 

 

5. Updating the data: As the user provides input on the suggestions, make 

adjustments as needed. This can be accomplished through collaborative filtering 

approaches, where the system examines the preferences and behaviour of other 

users to generate recommendations that are more accurate. 

 

6. Presentation: Make the recommendations approachable for the user by 

presenting them as a list of suggested films that can be sorted and filtered by genre. 

 

All the above steps are important in order to make a good working movie 

recommendation system in the said manner. We have also tried to follow the same 

procedure in the following project. 
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1.1.4 Types of Genre based algorithms 

Here are some examples of algorithms that can be used as genre-based filtering for 

movie recommendation systems: 

 

1. K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm: The k-nearest neighbours algorithm is a 

non-parametric, supervised learning classifier that relies on closeness to classify or 

anticipate how a particular data point will be grouped. Although it can be applied 

to classification or regression issues, it is commonly employed as a classification 

algorithm because it relies on the idea that comparable points can be discovered 

close to one another. Utilising this method, it is possible to create films with similar 

genres, casts, directors, and plots. The KNN algorithm locates the K closest 

neighbours of the user's favourite films and suggests further films that are 

comparable to these neighbours. 
 
2. Decision Tree algorithm: It is a supervised machine learning tool that may be 

used to classify or forecast data based on how queries from the past have been 

answered. The model is supervised learning in nature, which means that it is trained 

and tested using data sets that contain the required categorisation.  The decision tree 

might not always offer a simple solution or choice. Instead, it might give the data 

scientist choices so they can choose wisely on their own. Decision trees mimic 

human thought processes, making it generally simple for data scientists to 

comprehend and evaluate the findings. This algorithm creates a decision tree that 

connects the recommended recommendations to the user's favourite genre. It 

creates a decision tree that suggests films based on the user's preferences after 

analysing the user's viewing history and favourite genres. The decision tree 

algorithm might suggest further horror films with comparable attributes if, for 

instance, the user has viewed and appreciated a number of horror films. 

 

3. Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm: A supervised machine learning 

approach called Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used for both classification and 
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regression. Although we also refer to regression issues, categorization is the most 

appropriate term. Finding a hyperplane in an N-dimensional space that clearly 

classifies the data points is the goal of the SVM method. The number of features 

determines the hyperplane's size. The hyperplane is essentially a line if there are 

just two input features. The hyperplane turns into a 2-D plane if there are three input 

features. It becomes difficult to imagine when the number of features exceeds three. 

This system, which divides movies into many genres, uses machine learning. It 

evaluates the film's elements, including the cast, director, and plot, and categorises 

each film into one or more genres. The SVM algorithm suggests films that are 

categorised in the same genre as the user's favourite genre. 

 

4.. Matrix Factorization algorithm: This algorithm uses matrix factorization 

techniques to recommend movies based on the user's preferred genre. It analyzes 

the user's viewing history and generates a matrix that represents the user's 

preferences for each genre. Based on this matrix, the algorithm recommends movies 

that are similar to the viewer's preferred genre. 

 

These are just a few examples of genre-based filtering algorithms for movie 

recommendation systems. Each algorithm can be used alone or in conjunction with 

other algorithms to give viewers with tailored movie suggestions based on their 

tastes and viewing history. Each algorithm has benefits and disadvantages. 

 

1.2 Problem Statement 

The primary goal of the "Movie Recommendation System" project is to suggest a 

movie in line with the user's preferences, i.e., by giving the user the relevant content 

from irrelevant collections of unrelated objects. 

In the statement of the concern, providing the relevant content to the user’s out of 

the related and the insignificant collections of the items, the main purpose of this 

project “Movie Recommendation System” is to suggest or recommend the movie 

to the user’s according to the user-specific movie ratings. Looking at the set of the 
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users having their past movie ratings, can we say the rating they will give to the 

movies is not rated already? Let us take an example “Which film would you like”, 

if you look at “spiderman 1”, “spiderman 2”, the users who saw these films also 

liked “spiderman 3”?  The system will take into account a user's past interactions 

with movies, including their ratings and reviews, to generate personalized 

recommendations. 

 

1.3 Objectives 

The main objective is to offer customers personalised movie recommendations 

based on their tastes, interests, and prior viewing habits. Genre-based movie 

recommendations to the user are one approach to accomplish this. The system can 

make recommendations for films that are likely to be of interest to the user by 

examining the user's movie tastes. For instance, if a user frequently watches action 

films, the system may be able to suggest further action films the user might like. 

Similar to how it can offer more romantic comedies if the user is interested in that 

genre. A movie recommendation system may also aim to improve user experience 

by developing a website that is simple to use and browse. 

The overall goal of the movie suggestion system is to give users a unique and 

satisfying movie-watching experience. Users can find new films they might not 

have otherwise known about by using the system to analyse user interests and offer 

pertinent recommendations. Additionally, the system can make it simpler for users 

to find and watch the films by offering a user-friendly webpage. 

 

 

1.4 Methodology 
 
The project's goal is to create a platform that can suggest movies to users, give in-

depth descriptions of the movies they search for, and analyse user emotion in movie 

reviews. The time spent deciding which movie to view will be reduced thanks to 

the information offered.  The major goal of developing a movie recommendation 

system is to give customers recommendations that are based on their favourite 
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movies, not on popular movies or just ratings. As a result, the recommendation 

engine will generate highly customised recommendations, improving its accuracy. 

When choosing a movie, the user will benefit from the sentiment analysis and the 

additional details of the searched film. Due to the availability of all the necessary 

information on a single platform, the user won't need to search the internet in order 

to select a movie they like. The recommendation algorithm will give the user the 

top 10 films that are most similar to the searched movie, so they won't need to rely 

on their friends for movie recommendations. 

 

1.4.1 Cosine similarity algorithm 

Systems for suggesting films to viewers are created based on their tastes, past 

viewing habits, and behaviour. These programmes analyse user data and offer 

tailored recommendations using a variety of algorithms. One such tool used to 

determine how similar two films are is the cosine similarity algorithm. 

In a multidimensional space, cosine similarity calculates the cosine of the angle 

between two vectors. Each movie is represented in movie recommendation systems 

as a vector in a high-dimensional space, with each dimension denoting a 

characteristic or attribute of the film. Examples of features of a film include its 

genre, director, cast, year of release, and audience reviews. 

The cosine similarity algorithm computes the cosine of the angle between the 

feature vectors of two videos to determine how similar they are. A score of 1 

indicates perfect resemblance between the two films, while a value of 0 indicates 

no similarity at all. The cosine of the angle is a measurement of this similarity. 

Because it is quick and effective, the cosine similarity algorithm is a preferred 

option in movie recommendation systems. Large datasets may be handled, and 

parallelization is simple. Furthermore, unlike other machine learning algorithms, it 

doesn't need to use a training dataset. 

We must first develop a movie-feature matrix before we can incorporate the cosine 

similarity algorithm into a movie recommendation system. The features of each 

movie in the dataset are listed in the matrix, which is a table. A movie is represented 
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by each row, and a feature by each column, in the matrix. For instance, the movie-

feature matrix would be 100 x 10 if there were 100 films and 10 features. Once we 

have the movie-feature matrix, we can calculate the cosine similarity between two 

movies using the following formula: 

cosine_similarity(A, B) = (A.B) / (||A||.||B||) 

Where A and B are the feature vectors of the two movies, A.B is the dot product of 

the vectors, and ||A|| and ||B|| are the magnitudes of the vectors. 

The cosine similarity calculation yields a value between 0 and 1, with 1 denoting 

complete identity between the two films and 0 denoting no similarity at all. 

 

The steps listed below can be used to create movie suggestions using the cosine 

similarity algorithm: 

1. Decide on the target movie for which you want recommendations. 

2. Calculate the cosine similarity of the target movie to each other movie in the 

dataset. 

3. Choose the top n films with the highest cosine similarity values to serve as the 

user's suggestions. 

The programme determines the value of n, which can also be set based on system 

requirements or user preferences. The cosine similarity method can be utilised in 

movie recommendation systems for various tasks including movie clustering and 

genre classification in addition to producing movie suggestions. By grouping 

similar films together based on their similarities, we can give customers more 

specialised recommendations. 

 

Overall, one of the most effective tools in movie recommendation systems is the 

cosine similarity algorithm. Without the need for a training dataset, it enables us to 

compare movies based just on their attributes. By using this algorithm, we can 

generate personalized recommendations for users and improve their movie-

watching experience. 
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1.4.2 Python Libraries 
 

1) Pandas 

Pandas is the name of a Python module for manipulating and analysing data. It 

provides rapid, flexible, and expressive data structures that are designed to make 

working with "relational" or "labelled" data easy and intuitive. Pandas is essentially 

a tool for manipulating, purifying, and analysing data. It is the most used software 

library for modifying and analysing data. Pandas provides data structures for 

efficiently storing and managing large datasets as well as tools for data cleaning, 

merging, and analysis. Fast data loading, alignment, manipulation, and fusion are 

all made possible. The open-source Pandas package serves as the foundation for the 

Python programming language. It is commonly used in applications combining data 

science and machine learning. 

Pandas are capable performing a wide range of jobs, including:  

1. Pandas allows for the slicing of dataframes. 

2. Pandas can be used to combine and merge data frames. 

3. Join the columns of two data frames together. 

4. To modify the data frame's index value. 

5. In pandas NumPy, you can modify column heads. 

 

2) NumPy 

Big, multidimensional arrays and matrices are supported by the NumPy Python 

library for scientific computing, along with a multitude of high-level mathematical 

operations that may be carried out on these arrays. It was created in 2005 by 

combining the Python modules for Numeric and Num array. Due to the 

homogeneity of NumPy arrays, each element needs to be of the same data type. 

NumPy arrays are more efficient than Python lists for numerical operations since 

vectorized operations can be applied to entire arrays at once rather than to 

individual members. NumPy is a core library for many other scientific libraries, 

including SciPy, Matplotlib, and Pandas, and it is widely used in scientific 
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computing and data analysis. One of the most well-known open-source Python 

modules, NumPy focuses on logical processing. It supports vast networks, a variety 

of data, and implicit number-related skills for quick calculations. The abbreviation 

"NumPy" stands for "Mathematical Python". It frequently serves as a straight 

polynomial math tool, an advanced general knowledge information storage unit, an 

irregular number generator, etc. The most helpful functions in NumPy include 

arcsin(), arccos(), tan(), and radians (). An N-layered display with lines and 

segments is described by a Python object called a NumPy Cluster. NumPy displays 

are frequently preferred for records in Python. It uses less memory since it operates 

more quickly and is simpler to use. 

Images, sound waves, and other simple two-dimensional information streams can 

be regarded as N-layered variations of real characteristics for representation using 

the NumPy interface. To use this ML library, full-stack designers need a 

tremendous amount of knowledge. 

 

3) Scikit Learn 

Scikit-learn (sklearn), a well-known machine learning toolkit for Python, provides 

a number of techniques for classification, regression, clustering, and dimensionality 

reduction. It was built on top of NumPy, SciPy, and Matplotlib and is a well-liked 

tool for data scientists and machine learning to build predictive models. 

 

Important traits of Scikit-learn include the following: 

1. Effective and simple data analysis and mining tools. 

2. Usable in a range of circumstances and accessible to everyone. 

3. Made with the help of Matplotlib, SciPy, and NumPy. 

4. Open source; BSD licence; used in trade. 

5. Integrated methods and tools for dimensionality reduction, clustering, regression, 

and classification applications in machine learning. 

6. Comprehensive documentation and team support. 
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Scikit-learn's model selection, evaluation, and tuning features make it simpler for 

users to improve their machine learning models. Additionally, it offers a number of 

datasets that may be used to test and exercise different machine learning methods. 

 

4) SciPy 

SciPy is a Python library for scientific computing that was constructed on top of 

the NumPy library. For tasks like optimisation, linear algebra, signal processing, 

image processing, and more, it offers a variety of methods and functions. 

 

1. Its compatibility with NumPy, which facilitates its use with other scientific 

computing Python tools. 

2. A complete collection of tools for scientific computing that performs tasks like 

signal processing and optimisation. 

3. fast and efficient algorithms that are very effective. 

4. Free to use and change software that is open source. 

5. Has a sizable and vibrant user and developer community and is simple to use and 

well documented. 

This library provides a large variety of solutions for addressing common issues in 

scientific computing, potentially saving developers a tons of time and effort. This 

is one of the main benefits of adopting SciPy. For instance, SciPy has functions for 

solving differential equations, which are frequently employed in simulations of 

engineering and physics problems. A number of scientific and engineering 

applications require the use of tools for numerical optimisation and integration. 

Overall, SciPy is a strong and adaptable Python library that is suitable for a variety 

of scientific computing workloads. 

 

6) Matplotlib 

There are steveral tools which are available for creating data visualisations in the 

well-known Python charting library Matplotlib. The many different sorts of plots 

that may be created using the vast array of functions provided by Matplotlib include 
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line plots, scatter plots, bar plots, and histograms. It also offers tools for adding 

titles, labels, and annotations to plots as well as for altering the style, colour, and 

other characteristics of the plot parts.Some of the key features of Matplotlib 

include: 

1. One of Matplotlib's primary characteristics is its extensive support for many plot 

and visualisation kinds. 

2. Simple interaction with SciPy and NumPy, two Python libraries for scientific 

computation. 

3. Plot elements with a wide range of colour, line-style, and font-size options. 

4. Assistance with interactive charting within Jupyter notebooks and other 

interactive settings. 

5. Comprehensive documentation and a sizable, vibrant user and developer 

community. 

6. From straightforward line plots to intricate, interactive visualisations, Matplotlib 

is frequently used in data science and scientific computing. Additionally, it is 

employed in media to produce data-driven stories and images as well as in 

education to teach data visualisation. 

 

7) Seaborn 

Seaborn is a Python data visualisation library that uses Matplotlib. It provides an 

advanced drawing tool for producing captivating and instructive statistical 

graphics. The Matplotlib-based Seaborn provides a more streamlined and 

aesthetically pleasing API for creating visualisations. Seaborn provides a wide 

range of tools for creating several plot formats, including scatter plots, line plots, 

bar plots, heatmaps, and more. Seaborn is extensively used in data science and 

machine learning applications and is particularly useful for tasks involving 

exploratory data analysis and data visualisation. The BSD licence is used for 

Seaborn's distribution. 
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1.4.3 Kaggle 

Data scientists and machine learning enthusiasts can connect online at Kaggle. 

Users of Kaggle can work together, access and share datasets, use notebooks with 

GPU integration, and compete with other data scientists to solve data science 

problems. Kaggle provides a range of datasets and challenges for users to work on, 

as well as a community of data scientists and machine learning practitioners who 

can collaborate and share knowledge.  

 

The following are some of Kaggle's standout features: 

1. Two of Kaggle's main advantages are having access to a variety of datasets and 

working on real-world issues. 

2. A team of machine learning and data science professionals with whom to 

collaborate and exchange expertise. 

3. A website where users may create and share data science projects and 

visualisations. 

4. Instruments for building and honing machine learning models, including support 

for well-liked frameworks like TensorFlow and PyTorch. 

5. The opportunity to compete with other users to solve problems from the real 

world and win prizes. 

 

Data scientists and machine learning practitioners frequently utilise Kaggle to hone 

their abilities, construct their portfolios, and work with other experts in the area. 

Additionally, it helps businesses and organisations find solutions to pressing issues 

and spot the best data scientists. 
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1.4.4 API  

APIs are also becoming popular nowadays. These are a group of protocols, 

methods, and tools known as an application programming interface, or API for 

short, allow different software programmes to connect with one another. It can be 

thought of more simply as a messenger that allows two different systems to 

effortlessly share data and services. 

 

Developers can interface with various systems and services through APIs without 

needing to understand the underlying programming. They operate by making 

certain protocols, libraries, or services accessible to other apps via the internet. As 

a result, programmers are now able to create new software applications by utilising 

the features of already installed systems or services. 

 

1.4.5 TMDB API 

The Movie Database (TMDb) is a well-known online resource for details about 

motion pictures, television shows, and other related media. It is frequently used by 

programmers to create applications that offer details like cast and crew, release 

dates, trailers, reviews, ratings, and other aspects of movies. TMDb's API, which 

gives programmers access to its huge data collection and lets them incorporate it 

into their applications, is one of its most crucial aspects.An API key, which can be 

obtained by creating a free account on the TMDb website, is required before 

utilising the TMDb API to fetch data. We can make HTTP queries to the TMDb 

API endpoints and retrieve data in JSON format after we have the API key. 

 

1.4.6 Python flask 

The lightweight web framework Flask is simple to understand and use. It offers a 

quick and flexible approach to create web apps, which makes it a great option for 

the front end of a movie recommendation system. A built-in development server 

provided by Flask makes it simple to test and troubleshoot your application locally. 
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You can build a recommendation system that gives customers tailored movie 

recommendations based on their likes and preferences by combining Flask with a 

machine learning model and an intuitive interface. Flask is a fantastic option for 

developing web apps of various types, including movie recommendation systems, 

because to its simplicity of use and adaptability. 

 

1.5 Organization  

Chapter 1: - This chapter provides a succinct overview of the project. The chapter 

provides a quick summary of the movie recommendation system as well as an 

introduction to the project. The project's overall problem statement and its aims are 

also discussed in this chapter. Along with providing information about the 

procedures in building the recommendation system, the chapter also offers a brief 

introduction to the approach utilised for the implementation of a movie 

recommendation system utilising several machine learning algorithms. 

Chapter 2: - This chapter gives the knowledge about the previous work related to 

the various recommendation systems. This also provides the information related to 

the different machine learning techniques. I have mentioned various Journals and 

related papers which give information about the work done earlier. The chapter 

gave us the information about how the various researchers have tried to use the 

various methods in order to design recommendation systems. The techniques and 

the results for those techniques are mentioned in this chapter, and these help us to 

find the approach that we are going to use to create our model or project. 

Chapter 3: - This chapter gave the information about technologies that I have used 

to make this project and their applications in various fields and how these 

technologies are implemented that are required to run the project and to create the 

project. I have also given a brief explanation of model design of the project that 

uses various algorithms. It also describes functional and non-functional 
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requirements needed for the project. In the end, I have added the data flow and 

workflow of the whole project. 

Chapter 4: - This chapter gives the information about that how the whole project 

work is done and at every stage how we have kept check on the work. It provides 

information about the work done at different levels and also give the results 

obtained at the different levels. It provides the information about the model that we 

have created using the different modules and libraries. It also consists of the results 

from the various performance measure that we have used in the project. It provides 

the information about the performance of the project The whole chapter is 

providing us the information about the performance our whole model or project. 

Chapter 5: - This chapter consists of the whole conclusion of the work presented in 

this project report. It provides information about the whole phases of the project 

and it also mentions the future scope for the project. It also consists the information 

about the applications of the project and where the project can be utilized in order 

to make that sector more computerised. It gives the information that how we can 

improve the project and what we can do in future related to this project and how we 

can improve this project 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

    

Over time, various recommendation systems had been developed by various 

techniques either by the content based, collaborative or by the hybrid based 

technique. These recommendation systems had been implemented by the use of 

algorithms of machine learning and big data. Movie recommendation systems have 

gained widespread popularity in recent years as they help users to find movies that 

they may like based on their past preferences. These systems use machine learning 

algorithms and various data sources such as movie metadata, user ratings, and 

reviews to provide personalized recommendations to users. In this literature review, 

I analyze and compare the movie recommendation systems proposed in various 

research papers. I have selected many research papers that use different machine 

learning techniques and data sources to develop movie recommendation systems. 
 

Ahuja et al. (2019) [1] suggested a method for recommending films that groups 

users based on their movie ratings and recommends films to them based on the 

films highly rated by similar users. This system uses k-means clustering and the k-

nearest neighbour algorithm. The outcomes demonstrated that the suggested 

approach outperformed the conventional collaborative filtering strategy. Airen and 

Agrawal (2022) [2] developed a movie recommendation system using k-nearest 

neighbors variants such as user-based, item-based, and hybrid approach. The 

outcomes demonstrated that the hybrid strategy performed better in terms of 

accuracy than other alternatives. A movie recommendation system that employs 

sentiment analysis to extract user opinions from reviews and recommend films 

based on user sentiment was put out by Chauhan et al. (2021) [3]. The results 

showed that the suggested solution outperformed more traditional collaborative 

filtering techniques. An unsupervised machine learning-based movie 

recommendation system was developed by Putri et al. (2020) [4] that uses 

clustering techniques like k-means and hierarchical clustering to categorise movies 
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according to how similar they are. The results showed that the suggested method 

performed more effectively than the traditional collaborative filtering approach. A 

movie recommendation system that proposes movies to viewers using machine 

learning techniques like decision trees, random forests, and gradient boosting was 

proposed by Furtado and Singh (2020) [5]. The results showed that the gradient 

boosting technique outperformed other algorithms in terms of accuracy. Goyani 

and Chaurasiya (2020) [6] examined the various techniques used in a review of 

movie recommendation systems, including collaborative filtering, content-based 

filtering, and hybrid approaches. The outcomes of the combined technology tell us 

that they have a good functionality than other algorithms. Khatter et al. generated a 

model using two algorithms [7]. The outcomes of the combined technology tell us 

that they have a good functionality than other algorithms. In 2021[8], Mehta and 

Gupta generated a model using two algorithms. The outcomes of the combined 

technology tell us that they have a good accuracy than other algorithms. Reddy et 

al. (2019) [9] created an algorithm that utilizes the data from the training data. The 

outcomes shows that the new algorithm give good results as compared to old 

algorithms.  A movie recommendation system using cosine similarity and the k-

nearest neighbour technique was put out by Singh et al. (2020) [10]. The outcomes 

demonstrated that the suggested strategy worked better than conventional 

collaborative filtering techniques. Smitha et al.'s evaluation of movie 

recommendation systems from 2021 [11] evaluated the various methods utilised, 

including collaborative filtering, content-based filtering, and hybrid approaches. 

The findings demonstrated that hybrid techniques perform better in terms of 

accuracy than other approaches. A hybrid recommendation system that 

incorporates collaborative filtering and deep learning methods for movie 

suggestion is proposed by Kaur, P., Singh, N., & Singh, K. (2021) [12]. The system 

initially creates user-item ratings using collaborative filtering, and after that it 

employs a deep neural network to discover the latent properties of users and films. 

The experimental results demonstrate that the suggested system outperforms 

existing cutting-edge recommendation systems as well as conventional 
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collaborative filtering techniques. An improved K-nearest neighbour (KNN) 

algorithm for movie recommendation is put out by Singh, R. K., & Tripathi S. K. 

(2021) [13]. The suggested algorithm makes use of a modified distance calculation 

that accounts for user rating patterns and item popularity. The experimental 

findings demonstrate that the suggested algorithm performs better in terms of 

accuracy and diversity than conventional KNN and other cutting-edge 

recommendation algorithms. A movie recommendation system based on semantic 

feature extraction and clustering is suggested by Ahmad, W., Javed, M. Y., Imran, 

& Hussain (2021) [14]. The system first uses natural language processing methods 

to extract semantic elements from the movie plot summaries before applying 

clustering algorithms to group related movies together. The experimental results 

demonstrate that the suggested method outperforms other cutting-edge 

recommendation systems as well as conventional content-based recommendation 

systems. A movie recommendation system built on a convolutional neural network 

(CNN) with feature combination is suggested by Lee, J., Lee, Y., Lee, J., & Kwon, 

O. (2021) [15] proposes a movie recommendation system based on a convolutional 

neural network (CNN) with feature combination. The system first extracts visual 

features from movie posters and text features from plot summaries and then 

combines them using a CNN to generate recommendations. The experimental 

results show that the proposed system outperforms traditional content-based and 

collaborative filtering recommendation systems and achieves state-of-the-art 

performance. Singh, S., & Singh, S. (2021) [16] proposes an enhanced movie 

recommendation system that combines fuzzy clustering and cosine similarity. The 

system first uses fuzzy clustering to group similar movies together and then uses 

cosine similarity to generate recommendations. The experimental results show that 

the proposed system outperforms traditional content-based and collaborative 

filtering recommendation systems and achieves state-of-the-art performance. .Lee, 

J., & Kwon, O. (2021) [15]. The algorithm initially collects text and visual elements 

from plot summaries and movie posters, combining them with a CNN to produce 

recommendations. The results of the experiments show that the proposed system 
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works at a cutting-edge level and outperforms traditional content-based and 

collaborative filtering recommendation systems. Using fuzzy clustering and cosine 

similarity, Singh, S., & Singh, S. (2021) [16] propose an enhanced movie selection 

algorithm. Before using cosine similarity to offer choices, the system groups related 

films together using fuzzy clustering. The trials' findings demonstrate that the 

suggested system performs better than both conventional content-based and 

collaborative filtering recommendation systems and operates at a cutting-edge 

level. (2017) [17] A hybrid deep learning-based recommendation system is put 

forth by Li, L., Li, J., and Zhang. The technique combines a deep neural network 

with a collaborative filtering process to improve the accuracy of movie selections. 

The proposed technique is evaluated on the MovieLens dataset, and the findings 

show that it outperforms current state-of-the-art recommendation algorithms. Yu, 

F., and Yang, J. (2019) [18] offer a novel deep learning model for movie 

recommendation that combines content-based and collaborative filtering methods. 

The proposed approach is based on a convolutional neural network (CNN) that has 

been trained on movie trailers and reviews. The experimental findings show that 

the suggested model outperforms other state-of-the-art recommendation algorithms 

on the MovieLens dataset. Zhang, X., Zhao, and Leung (2020) [19] propose a deep 

learning-based hybrid autoencoder-based technique for group movie selection. The 

algorithm is designed to handle the sparsity and cold-start problems of 

recommendation systems. On the MovieLens dataset, the proposed algorithm is 

tested, and the results demonstrate that it performs better than other cutting-edge 

recommendation algorithms. A hybrid deep learning model for movie selection that 

integrates both content-based and collaborative filtering approaches is presented by 

Zhang, X., and Leung, H. F. (2020) [20]. Long short-term memory (LSTM) 

network and convolutional neural network make up the suggested model. On the 

MovieLens dataset, the experimental results demonstrate that the suggested model 

performs better than other cutting-edge recommendation algorithms. Using deep 

learning, Liu, X., Wang, W., Wu, & Xu (2021) [21] suggests a better movie 

recommendation method. A deep learning module plus a collaborative filtering 
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module make up the suggested algorithm. A convolutional neural network (CNN) 

that has been trained using movie trailers and reviews serves as the foundation of 

the deep learning module. On the MovieLens dataset, the experimental results 

demonstrate that the suggested algorithm performs better than other cutting-edge 

recommendation algorithms.
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  CHAPTER 3: SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

 
3.1 Technologies Implementation 

 
Here I have discussed about the tools and technologies I used in detail: 

 

• Python - Used for preprocessing and creating models. 
 

Python has gained a lot of popularity over the years because of how easily it can be 

modified and how straightforward it is. It is frequently used in a variety of various 

fields, including as artificial intelligence, machine learning, data analysis, and web 

development. 

One of the most widely used programming languages in the machine learning field 

is Python. Python is frequently utilised for prepping data and building machine 

learning models. Utilising statistical models and techniques, machine learning 

enables computer systems to learn from data and draw conclusions without explicit 

programming. 

Many Python modules and tools make it simple to build machine learning models 

and prepare the data for them. A few examples of libraries that offer a variety of 

functions and techniques for cleaning, altering, and manipulating data are NumPy, 

Pandas, and Scikit-Learn. 

Additionally, Python provides a wide range of visualisation tools, which are crucial 

for deciphering and understanding data. Libraries like Matplotlib, Seaborn, and 

Plotly provide a variety of visualisation features for the production of graphs, 

charts, and other visual aids. 

 

• HTML5 - Used for creating user-friendly web pages. 

 

HTML5 is a markup language that is frequently used to create interesting and user-
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friendly web pages. Thanks to its broad range of features and capabilities, 

developers may construct logical, dynamic web pages that are easy to navigate. 

Another important feature of HTML5 is its support for responsive design, which 

enables web pages to quickly adapt to various screen sizes and orientations. As 

more people access the internet via mobile devices, HTML5 makes it easier to 

construct responsive web pages. To name a few of the tools HTML5 enables 

developers to create user-friendly websites include forms, tables, lists, and media 

elements. These elements help order the content and structure of the web page, 

creating a more organised and user-friendly surfing experience. 

 

• CSS3 - Used for styling the Html page. 

It is feasible to create web pages that are both aesthetically beautiful and user-

friendly with the aid of HTML5 and CSS3. Given that it allows developers access 

to a wide number of tools and features for designing the structure, typography, and 

colour schemes of web pages, it is an essential tool for creating modern and 

professional-looking websites. 

HTML page style is one of CSS3's main applications. A wide variety of visual 

effects, including as backgrounds, borders, shadows, gradients, and animations, 

may be produced by developers using CSS3. Additionally, CSS3's improved 

typographic features let developers change the font family, size, weight, and 

spacing of text on websites. 

Another crucial CSS3 feature is the capacity to create responsive web design. As 

more people access the internet using a variety of devices, websites must be 

designed to adapt to different screen sizes and orientations. Thanks to CSS3, which 

makes it easier to create flexible and adaptable layouts that dynamically adjust to 

multiple screen sizes, a better user experience is created for all users. 

The flexibility of CSS3 to create reusable and modular styles makes it easier to 

manage and change the styling of web pages. Using classes and IDs, developers 
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can apply the same styles to a variety of web page elements, resulting in a cohesive 

and consistent design. 

 

• JavaScript - Used for adding dynamic features and special effects on the 

webpage. 

Web pages frequently have dynamic elements and special effects added using the 

well-liked programming language JavaScript. The fact that it is a client-side 

language, which means that it runs in the user's web browser, enables programmers 

to construct dynamic web pages that react to user input. 

JavaScript is frequently used to build dynamic web pages that change content 

without requiring a page refresh. This language used to dynamically load new 

content as a user scrolls across a website or to rapidly update specific pages,. 

Additionally, JavaScript gives programmers a large selection of tools for adding 

animations and special effects to web pages. These can consist of image sliders, 

scrolling animations, hover effects, and much more. JavaScript enables developers 

to create interactive and engaging web pages that keep users interested in the 

content. 

The development of interactive forms and user interfaces is a significant additional 

usage of JavaScript. JavaScript, for instance, can be used to instantly check user 

input on forms and give users feedback as they enter information. JavaScript can 

also be used to develop unique user interfaces, like sliders, dropdown menus, and 

other interactive features, which facilitate user interaction and navigation of web 

pages. 

 

 

Python is mostly used in the suggested solution to work with data sets and apply 

various machine learning algorithms to produce the desired results. For a better user 
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experience, dynamic web pages and an intuitive GUI are also made using AJAX, 

HTML, and JSON.  Six steps primarily make up the implementation process. These 

are what they are:  

Step 1: Finding and loading appropriate data is step one. Shortlisted suitable data 

sets are retrieved from Kaggle. The data for the last three years is taken from 

Wikipedia to keep the data current. IMDb (Internet Movie Database) retrieves 

movie reviews in order to conduct sentiment analysis. The TMDB (The Movie 

Database) API is also used to retrieve additional information, cast photos, and 

movie posters.  

 

Step 2: Cleaning the data Both the data sets and the Wikipedia data were obtained 

from Kaggle, and both were cleaned in VScode. The primary CSV file, which will 

be used whenever the data needs to be accessed, is then loaded with the cleaned 

data.  

 

Step 3: Creating an API key in step three API is an abbreviation for "Application 

Programming Interface." A software bridge called an API enables communication 

between two programmes.  In other words, an API is a messenger that transmits 

your request to the service provider you are using and returns the result. The 

provider in this instance is TMDB. The machine can get the data it requires from 

TMDB's enormous library of movie data. After creating an account on TMDB, an 

API key must be generated in order to use the TMDB API. 

 

Step 4: Conducted Sentiment Analysis Python is used to import the NLTK (Natural 

Language Toolkit) library and conduct different operations on the reviews data. 

Imported NLTK corpus is used to examine various Natural Language data sets. 

Tokenizing the data, learning the vocabulary, and inverting document frequency 

weightings are all functions of the Tfidf vectorizer. The categorization and analysis 
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of the data, which is subsequently divided into training and testing data in a 4:1 

ratio, are performed using the multinomial Naive Bayes algorithm.  

 

Step 5: Producing Web page files The GUI must be effective for the system to be 

practical and simple to use. This would make it easier for the user to interact with 

the software. The user is sent to two major HTML sites, one for searching for 

movies and the other for seeing movie details, sentiment analysis of movie reviews, 

and top ten movie recommendations. JSON is a data format that is used to send data 

to the server, and AJAX is used to retrieve data from the server.  

 

Step 6: Using Machine Learning Algorithms for Recommendation On the main 

data set, the count vectorizer function is used to create a count matrix. Utilising the 

frequency (count) of each word that appears in the data set, the Count Vectorizer 

function converts the data into a vector. The cosine istance is then calculated using 

Cosine Similarity on those vectors in order to recommend the top ten films that are 

most similar to the searched movie. 

 

3.2 Functional Requirements 
 
A recommendation system is a paradigm for information filtering that aims to 

identify user preferences and make recommendations in accordance with those 

choices. The problem of wasting a lot of time looking for our favourite films to 

watch is alleviated by movie recommendation systems, which assist us in searching 

for our preferred films among all the available sources. Therefore, it is crucial that 

the system used to recommend films be very accurate and trustworthy so that it can 

give us recommendations for films that are either exactly the same as our 

preferences or most closely match them. 
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Table 3.2.1    Movie recommendation based on different ages 

 
                           User Recommendations 

Student Get movie recommendations related to 

adventures. 

Get the animated movie 
recommendations. 

Adult Get the movie recommendations 

related to     erotic. 

Get movie recommendations related to 

comedy. 

 

Old 

Get the religious movie 
recommendation. 

Get the movie recommendations 

related to biopics. 
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3.3 Non-Functional Requirements 
 
Performance of our website depends on the time taken by the recommendation 

engine to get the results with the movie details, cast details and the 

recommendations/suggestions of similar types of movies. 

 

 

  figure 3.3.1:    E-R Diagram of the movie recommendation system 
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Figure 3.3.2:  Work flow of the project 
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CHAPTER 4: PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

     
4.1  Data Set Used in the Minor Project 

In this project I have used various datasets which includes: 

a. IMDB 5000 Movies Datasets: 

Figure 4.1.1: movie_metadata.csv 

b.The Movies Dataset: 

It contains the following files: 

i. Movies_metadata.csv: The primary Movies Metadata file, which is part of the Full 

MovieLens collection, includes details on 45,000 films. 

Figure 4.1.2: movies_metadata.csv 
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ii. credits.csv: It contains details about the cast and crew for all of our films. It is 

accessible as a JSON Object that has been stringified. 

 
 

Figure 4.1.3: credits.csv 
 

c. We are  

also extracting features of movies of various years from Wikipedia. 

4.2 Data Set Features 

Since, we are having various datasets with many different features, thus we 

have extracted various features from all datasets and have appended them and have 

created a final dataset. To do this , we have firstly selected a few features on which 

my recommendation will be done. These features include 'director_name', 

'actor_1_name', 'actor_2_name', 'actor_3_name', 'genres', 'movie_title'. 

 
data = data.loc[:,['director_name', 'actor_1_name', 'actor_2_name', 

'actor_3_name', 'genres', 'movie_title']] 

 
The above line of code extracted the required features from 

movie_metadat.csv (IMDB 5000 Movies Dataset). In this dataset we got data of 
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movies till the year 2016. So, we will extract data of movies of next years from 

other datasets that we have. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.2.1: movie_metadata.csv after selecting required features 
 
After this, we are going to use the movies metadata.csv (The Movies Dataset) to 

get movies data of the year 2017. 

 

Figure 4.2.2: Data of movies of year 2017 collected from 
movies_metadata.csv 

 Now we merged this data with credits.csv. 
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Figure 4.2.3: Data after merging credits.csv with new_meta 
 
 
Since, the features like ‘genres’, ‘cast’ and ‘crew’ contain data as JSON objects, we 
need to evaluate them using the “ast” module. 
 
Now for creating a ‘genre_list’, we defined the needed function. 

Finally we get the ‘genre_list’ as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.2.4: ‘genre_list’ evaluated from the JSON object 
 
 

Similarly, we evaluate a list of data for ‘actor_1_name’, ‘actor_2_name’,  

‘actor_3_name’ and ‘director_name’. 
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Then we finally extract all these features with the same feature names as in the 

previous csv file and then  merge them to a new file. 
 

 
Figure 4.2.5: ‘new_data.csv’ 

 
 
 
Now, since we –don’t have data for movies after 2017. So, we will be extracting       

it from  wikipedia and for this we need to have libraries like ‘bs4’ and ‘html5lib’. 

After we are done with the importing of these libraries then we run the script. 

 
 

Figure 4.2.6: Dataframe we got from wikipedia for movies in 2018 
 
 
As we can see that we don’t have all the required features for our recommendation 
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system, so we will be getting these features like genre from an api named “TMDB”. 

To connect to this api we first require to create an account on 

https://www.themoviedb.org/ and then get the api key from there to be used. We 

also need to have certain packages like ‘tmdbv3api’, ‘requests’ installed and 

imported for further preprocessing. Then we run the script to append the feature 

named ‘genres’ to the dataframe. 
 
After running the script we get the genres list in the dataframe. After this we remove 

other features which are not useful for our analysis. 

 
Figure 4.2.7: Dataframe after keeping required features. 

 
 
Now we extract features like ‘actor_1_name’, ‘actor_2_name’, ‘actor_3_name’ and 

‘director_name’ from the “Cast and crew” column. And after all the final 

preprocessing, we get the data for movies in the year 2018. 

Figure 4.2.8: Final Dataframe for 2018 movies 
 
Similarly, we do the extraction for movies in the years 2019, 2020,2021 and 2022 

https://www.themoviedb.org/
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and then merge all the data frames and data from previous csv files to create a main 

file named “main_data.csv”. 

 

 

Figure 4.2.9: “main_data.csv” 

 

4.2.1 Types of Data Set 

For the review analysis of movies, we used the Naive bayes with a dataset split of 

80% as training and 20% as testing. This gave the maximum accuracy of 98.7%. 

 
4.2.2 Number of Attributes, fields, description of the data set 

Our “main_data.csv” has 6122 data fields and has 7 features, which includes 

‘director_name’, ‘actor_1_name’, ‘actor_2_name’, ‘actor_3_name’, ‘genres’, 

‘movie_title’ and ‘comb’ (combination of features). This dataset has a list of almost 

all hollywood movies till the year 2022. 

 
4.3 Design of Problem Statement 

This movie recommendation system gives users a user-friendly interface as a 

website and it takes a movie name as input from the user and then shows the movie 

details, cast details, reviews of the movie and then the recommendation of similar 
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types of movies. 

4.4 Algorithm / Pseudo code of the Project Problem 

● Takes movie name as input 

● web scraping to get movie details from TMDB api and user reviews from IMDB 
site 
 

● Then for recommendation, firstly we create a similarity matrix using the 

‘cosine_similarity’ function imported from sklearn on the “main_data.csv” using 

the pairwise method. 

● Then we find the movie title in the dataset. 

● If the movie is not present in the dataset then we show an error message. 

● Else we take the data of similarity matrix as a list of the movie. 

● Then we sort the list and then create a list of movies which are closer to each other 

according to the cosine distance (we exclude 1st movie in list since it is the searched 

movie itself). 

Our recommendation list is ready and is returned to the user. 
 

  Flow graph of the Minor Project Problem 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.4.1: Flow chart of project 
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Screenshots of the various stages of the projects 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.4.2: Homepage 

 
 
 

 
Figure 4.4.3: Auto Complete feature 
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Figure 4.4.4: Movie Details 

 
 

 

 
Figure 4.4.5: Cast information 
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Figure  4.4.6: User reviews about the movie 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.4.7:  list of Recommended movies 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

As per our aim and problem statement, our recommendation system is ready as a 

web page which is very user-friendly and easy to use. It takes a movie name as 

input and then it successfully matches it in our dataset to check for movie details 

and reviews. Movie details like cast and crew were taken from TMDB api and used 

IMDB website for getting reviews. Our recommendation engine successfully 

recommends movies on the basis of a similarity matrix generated from our dataset 

using cosine distance with features like genres and cast of the movies. 

This system is viewed to users as a web page and the model works at the backend 

side. Movie name is passed in the backend and using the cosine similarity matrix, 

movies closest to the searched movie is recommended to the user. 
 

5.2 Application of the Minor Project 
The usage of recommendation systems is widespread and prevalent in practically 

all industries.These recommendation systems' principal objective is to help 

individuals save time. It therefore has a significant impact in a variety of sectors for 

this reason. Basically, real-world programmes like social networking, e-commerce, 

entertainment, and so forth utilise recommendation algorithms. 

These recommendation systems are utilised in the entertainment industry whether 

watching films or listening to music. In essence, movie recommendation systems 

save users time by suggesting films to watch based on their interests rather than 

making them go through the time-consuming process of choosing a film to watch 

from a lengthy list or collection of films. For example if the person decides to 

indulge in a movie or series from an OTT platform then he/she ends up by watching 

more than what he/she has in their mind. So have you ever wondered how they 

could do such a thing? The reason is that almost all the OTT platforms rely on their 

movie recommendation systems. These OTT platforms identify the choice and 
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priority of a user and show the best  recommendation which has a higher chance to 

get selected by them. 

High performance computing and machine learning advancements in recent years 

have sped up the growth of their respective industries. 

 

5.3 Future Scope 

Following aspects will we consider for the future work: 

● Introduction of proper and more precise features of the film: 

Rating is employed by content-based filtering instead of object features, but in the 

future, object attributes like the movie's subtitles and colour should be extracted so 

that we can acquire more accurate data about the film. 

● Introduce the list of movies which are disliked by the users: 

The information provided by users is usually helpful for recommendation systems, 

thus in the future we would gather additional information from users and then add 

a list of the things that consumers didn't like. Our objective at this point is to include 

this list into our recommender system and then produce the scores that will be added 

to our earlier findings. We can increase the accuracy of our recommender system 

in this way. 

● Introduce the age of the user: 
 
The suggested method took the movie genre into account, but in the future we might 

also take the user's age into account. This is due to the fact that movie preferences 

vary depending on an individual's age; for instance, kids prefer animated films to 

other types of films. The proposed approach's memory needs will require more 

work in the future. The suggested method was applied here using simply the movie 

datasets, but it may also be applied using the Netflix datasets and the film affinity 

datasets. 
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